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Windows 95 and Oracle Primavera P6 are 
properties of Microsoft and Oracle respectively.

Meet Aegis™

Nodes & Links uses cloud-tech and AI to enable engineering 
projects to be delivered on time, on budget and at less cost.

Integrated workflows
No need for interwoven workflows 

with multiple products

Smart AI and automation
So that planners can spend

time where they should

Real answers to real questions
Save time, decrease risk and

promote communication

Intuitive, fast and easy to use
Forget clunky, info-heavy

Win-95       style apps

Your project copilot™

I'm your new copilot
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We consistently deliver major 
value to our partners

What are users saying about Aegis?

Partner Estimated Lifetime Savings*

Our users entrust us with their money, their businesses, and their livelihoods. 
Millions of businesses around the world (individuals, startups, and large 
enterprises) are open for business only if we are. When we mess up, miss a 
deadline, or slow down, it matters. We take that responsibility seriously.

I think the technology will be invaluable 
and add so much to the project controls. 
It’s the best tool I’ve seen in a long time as 
a planner and I think you’ll be as excited 
as me about it when you see it.

I went from looking at critical paths 
on a manual basis to full automation. 
Nodes & Links instantly gives me 
the top 5 paths, enabling far more 
intelligent what ifs.

Like for like, 2 hours of work 
becomes 2 minutes. As a by-product 
we are able to produce insights we 
never would have been able to.

Phil Powell
Digital Integration Manager 
BAM Nuttall Ltd

Bob Hide
Planning Director
BBV

Adrian Millsted
Senior Planning
Engineer at Costain Group PLC

Benefits

$291 Mn

$16 Mn

$1.3 Mn

High Spreed Two
$145Bn Rail Project

BAM Nuttall
$4Bn Rail Project

A14 Highway
$2.2Bn Road Project

245% Increase in risk precision
61% Reduction in process time
73% Savings in work hours
57% Increase in risk audibility

41 workdays time savings per month
25% Workload reduction
6x ROI on purchase

92% Savings in work hours (set-up)
98% Savings in work hours (operational)

*Savings based on a single project


